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looking at the temple. There are certain differences between them, but the

QiQVv\ Ck(
similarities are fargreater than the differences. Both re4e n-'e related to

to
the return of the lord, and particularly/the period that is to intervene before ii,!

1-ey ___his return. Telt. immediate. y he will set up the king-dom
instead

of God. But he told them that /he kingdom of heaven would be like a 'gwe1z

who went into a far country to receive for himself a kingdom and return. So, I

AS O
think that ve can safely say that the te- two parables give -oi*-the picture of

the situation of the present age/ of the time between departure of our Lord -te into

heaven and the time when he is coming back. In the parable v we are told
-0,.c the hour

to watch, for we do not know/.vhen the Lord is coming back. In t parable

we are definitely commanded to watch, for we do not know the hour/ when our

Lord is to come. But we are told what we are to do. Watch does not mean

that we are so concerned about His coming -and- that we do not have time for

anything else. Very different indeed is the meaning of this Gregek word.

le C(1t'/
'ç- VO\S To be vigilent, to be wide awake./ in His service. To be active in his service,

because we do not know when he will come back, nor q' do we know the time

of service which will come to an end. Those two parablesare closely related,

and eaeh- in each of them we find two kinds of people. The difference is

apparent in both, but particularly stressed in the parable of the pewet. There
citizens

we have the faithful servants and the rebellious seie-te. And the two are

Strpy
14ght4 separated in this parable, and I think that that is the most important

thing in this present age. It is for us to make it ie absolut y sure which
'AJIII "V

category we are in. Are we among thcs e who say, I am not rule over

me. We are not to be in that category. WA- Are we in that category?

There are only two categories. There are free citizens who admire him and

honor him, but who do what they feel like doing. That does not exist in the parable.
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